Physics Opportunities with Early LHC Data

Welcome to Berkeley!

Christian Bauer, Beate Heinemann and Zoltan Ligeti
Welcome drink tonight at ~5.30 pm here
- Buses run up until 7pm
  - You can walk also: ~20-30’ down the hill
  - Check out list of restaurants at

BBQ tomorrow
- Bus will again run until 7pm

Lunch
- Available in the main cafeteria in this building

Registration
- Tami and Eric right in front of this room
Information: Computing

- Open wireless available “visitor”
  - Let us know if you have any trouble with it
    - May be slow if everyone connects

- Limited number of power cords.
  - We’ll try to find more

- Little room next door available for concentrated work/discussions
• **Scientific Agenda**
  - **Today:**
    • Detectors and low $P_T$ physics
  - **Tomorrow:**
    • Standard Model Physics
  - **Friday:**
    • Top physics and Beyond the Standard Model

• **We have tried to allocate enough time for discussions**
  - Don’t be shy to ask questions

• **Posting talks:**
  - Password “bwhc”
Ok, let’s start...